MOST Training Program
High-Technology and Science Parks for Sustainable Development
Italy, May 18-30, 2013

Course Agenda

**Theme: Science Parks and Sustainability 1**
Lecture: Mobility Management for Science Parks and Industrial Districts: Guidelines for Mobility Management (M. Infunti, iMpronta)
Lecture: Mobility Management for Science Parks and Industrial Districts: the Moma.biz Project (M. Infunti, iMpronta)
Site Visit to Environment Park in Turin

**Theme: Science Parks and Sustainability 2**
Site Visit to Vimercate Technological Pole and Green and High Tech Cluster of Monza and Brianza (P. Piccinelli, Green and High Tech Cluster of Monza and Brianza Foundation; F. Galbiati, BAMES - Bartolini After Market Electronics Services S.r.l.; T. Taddei, GESTLabs; M. Aghdasi, SEM)
Site Visit to KilometroRosso Science and Technology Park
Site Visit to i.Lab Research Center
Lecture: Presentation of Kilometro Rosso Activities (L. Marabini, Kilometro Rosso)

**Theme: Italian Policies for Promoting Clean Production Technologies**
Lecture: Italian Policies for Promoting Clean Technologies (E. Vignola, Department for Sustainable Development, Climate Change and Energy, IMELS)

**Theme: Promoting Innovation in Italy**
Lecture: Research and Innovation: Direct and Systemic Incentives (M. Dal Co, Agency for Innovation)
Lecture: Promoting Innovation: Italian Perspectives (M. Dal Co, Agency for Innovation)
Lecture: Green Growth: Production, Research and Environmental Protection at Local Level (G. Simonetto, Veneto Innovazione)

**Theme: Science Parks and Sustainability 3**
Lecture: Presentation of Luigi Danieli Science and Technology Park Activities (F. Feruglio and E. Micelli, Friuli Innovazione)
Lecture: Presentation of the Central Environmental and Energy Management - CEEM Project (F. Pozzar, Friuli Innovazione)
Lecture: Presentation of Geko Engineering S.r.l. (P. Boscariol and L. Moro, Geko Engineering S.r.l.)
Lecture: Presentation of Ahun S.r.l.
Lecture: Presentation of Dermap S.r.l. (D. Gulic, Dermap S.r.l.)

**Theme: Science Parks and Sustainability 4**

Lecture: Energy Management in Science Parks (S. Scalari, EnelEngineering &Research)
Lecture: VEGA Park: We Develop Enterprises (G. Tassinato, VEGA Science and Technology Park)
Site Visit to VEGA Premises

**Theme: Science Parks and Sustainability 5**

Site Visit: TecnopoloTiburtino
Lecture: Rome Technology Parks System (A. Ciancia, Tecnopolo Tiburtino)
Lecture: Support Technology Transfer: the Mission of Consorzio Roma Ricerche (Fiorentino, Consorzio Roma Ricerche)
Lecture: Technology Based Start-ups Development: BIC Lazio and ITech Incubator Mission (R. Giuliani, BIC Lazio)
Site Visit to Chose Lab, Center for Hybrid and Organic Solar Energy (S. Mastroianni, CHOSE Lab)
Site Visit to LABOR Industrial Research Lab (A. Picano, Labor S.r.l.)